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RECOGNIZING FALTACIES

e often try to persuade other people of our views. These discussions
take many different forms, some of which are more useful than others.

Consider the following "argument" between two classmates.

Bos: The death penalty is immoral.
SUSAN: No it isnt.
BoB: Yes it islJudges who give the death penalty should be impeached.
SuseN: You dont even know how the death penalty is decided.
BoB: I know a lot more than you know!
SuseN: I cant talk to you; you're an idiot!

This type of heated conversation is fairly common, but it accomplishes little.
Rather than helping Bob or Susan to sway the other, it is likely to leave both of
them upset and angry. Fortunately, there is a better way to argue-with skills of
logic, the study of the methods and principles of reasoning. Arguing logically may
not change Bob's or Susan's position, but it can help them understand each other.

In this book, the term argument refers to reasoned or thoughtful processes.
Specifically, an argument is a set of facts or assumptions, called premises, that are
used to support a conclusion, Some arguments provide strong support for their con-
clusions; others do not. An argument that fails to make a compelling case for its con-
clusion may contain some error in reasoning, or fallacy (from the Latin for'leceit"
or "trick"). In other words, a fallacious argument tdes to persuade in a way that
doesnt reallv make sense when analvzed carefullv.

DEFINITIONS

Irgic is the study of the methods and principles of reasoning.

An argument is a set of facts or assumptions, called premises, used to sup-
port a conclusion,

A fallacy is a deceptive argument; its conclusion is not well supported by its
Dremises.

You might expect fallacies to be rare, but they are not. If you study advenise-
ments, political campaigns, or editorial commentaries, you'll find that many of them
are filled with fallacies. Moreover, fallacies are not always easy to recognize, in part
because public relations specialists have spent billions of dollars researching how
subtle fallacies can be used to persuade us to buy products, vote for candidates, or
support particular policies.

Because fallacies are so common, it is important to be able to recognize them.
Thus, we begin our study ofcritical thinking with examples of a few of the most com-
mon fallacies. The fallacy in each example has a fancy name, but leaining the names
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is far less important than learning to recogarize the faulty reasoning.
The experience you gain by analyzing fallacies will provide a founda-
tion upon which to build additional critical thinking skills.

EXAMPTE 1 Appeal  to Popular i4 l

"Ford makes the best automobile in America; after all, more people
drive Fords than any other American car."

Analysis The ûrst step in dealing with any argument is recognizing
which statements are premises and which are conclusions. This argu-
ment tries to make the case that Ford makes the best automobiles in
Anerica, so this statement is its conclusion. The only evidence it
offers to support this conclusion is the statement more people drive
Ford.s than any other AnTerican car; this is the argument's one and
only premise. Overall, this argument has the form

RECOCNIZINC FALLACIES

historha,l' uato
Ihe Greek philosopher Adstotle 084-322 B.C)
made the fir't known attempt to put logk 0n a
rigorous foundation. He believed $at truth
could be established from thne bôsi( laws:
(1)Athing k itselt(2)A statement h either
true or falre. (3) t{o stalement is both true and
fàlse. Aistotle3 laws w€re us€d by Eudid
k.325-270 B.C.) t0 establish the foundations
0fgeometryand stilllie at the heart of mud 0f
modem s{ience, industry, and business.

Premise: More people drive Fords than any otherAmerican car.
(bnclrrsioll: For'(l D'takes tho llost aulonrolli lcs in 

^nrerica.
Note that the original written argument states the conclusion before the premise;
such "backwards" structures are common in everyday speech and are perfectly
legitimate as long as the argument is well reasoned. In this case, however, the rea-
soning is faulty: The fact that more people drive Fords does not, in itself, mean
that they are the best cals. This argument suffers ftom the fallary of appml to
popuhrtty @r appeal to majoritJ\, in which the fact that large numbers of people
believe or act some way is used inappropriately as evidence that the belief or
action is correct.

We can represent the general form of this fallacy with a diagram in which the
letter p stands for a particular statement (Figure r.1). In this case, p stands for the
sTatement Ford nakes the best automobilcs in America I

EXAMPLE 2 False Cause

"I placed the quartz crystal on my forehead, and in five minutes my headache was
gone. The crystal made my headache go away."

Analysrs We identiff the premises and conclusion of this argument as follows:

Premise: I placed the quartz crystal on my forehead.
Premise: Five minutes later my headache was gone.
(irnclusion: l 'hc cfvstal nraclc rtl,heaclache go alvalr

The premises tell us that one thing (crystal on forehead) happened before another
(headache went away), but they dont prove any connection between them. That is,
we cannot conclude that the crystal causedtheheadache to go away. This argument
suffers from the fallacy of fallw cause, in which the fact that one event came before
another is incorrectly taken as evidence that the first event causedthe second event.
we can represent this fallacy with a diagram in which A and .B represent two different
events (Figure 1.2); in this case, ,4 is the event of putting the crystal on the forehead
and B is the event of the headache going away. (We'll discuss how cause can be estab-
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FIGURE I .I
The fallacy ofappeal
to popularity. The
letterspandq(used
in later diagrâms)
represent statementS.

FIGURE I.2
The fallacy offalse
cause. The letters
A and I represent
events,lished in Chapter 5.)
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EXAMPLE 3

THINKING C R ITICALI.Y

Appeal to Igtlorance

"Scientists have not proved that global warming will have any dire consequences for
the human race. Therefore, the global warming catastrophes that environmentalists
shout about are bunk."

Araiysis Ifwe strip the argument to its core, it says this:

Premise: There's no proof that global warming will have any dire
consequences.

( ionclusion: ( i lobal  rvarning u ' i l l  not  have art l  c l i rc consc( luences.

The fallacy should be clear: A lack of proof for dire consequences does not mean tlat
they wont occur. This fallacy is called appeal to ignorance because it uses ignorance
(lack of knowledge) about the truth of a proposition to conclude the opposite (Figure
I .3) . Another form of this fallacy arises when something (such as UFOs) has not been
proved /ronedstenû appeal to ignorance would lead one to conclude wrongly that it

p has not been proven

false or noneistentj
l l terc lore. . ,

I
I
I+

p is true or exists.

FIGURE I .3
The fallacy ofappeal to
agnorance. Idoes exist.
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,4 and B are linked
one ol â few timesj
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Y
A causes I (or vice versa).

Suppose a person is tried for a crime and found not guilty. Can you conclude that the person
is innocent? Why or why not? Why do you think our legal system demands that prosecutors
prove guilt, rather than demanding that defendants (suspects) prove innocence? How is this
idea related to the fallacy ofappeal to ignonnce?

EXAMPLE 4 Hasty Genera lization.

"T\"ro cases of childhood leukemia have occurred along the street where the high-
voltage power lines run. The power lines must be the cause ofthese illnesses."

Anolysis The premise of this argument cites t\,vo cases in which leukemia occurred
on the street with the power lines. But two cases are not enough to establish a pat-
tern, let alone to conclude that the power lines are the cause of the illnesses. This
argument illustrates the fallacy of hasty generalizat on, in which a conclusion is
drawn ftom an inadequate number of cases or cases that have not been sufficienty
analyzed. If any connection between power lines and leukemia exists, it will have 10
be established with far more evidence than is provided in this argument (see Unit
5E). We can represent this fallacy with a diagram in which,4 and E represent two
ïnked events (Figue 1.4).

EXAMPLE 5 Lint i tedChoice

"You dont support the President, so you are not a patriotic American."

Analysis This argument has the form

Premise: You dont support the President.

Corrc l t rs ion:  \ 'ou arc not i l  l )atr iot ic 
^r lcf ican.

FIGURE I .4
The fallacy of hasty
generalization, r
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The argument suggests that there are only two qpes of Americans: patriotic ones
who support the President and unpatriotic ones who dont. But there are many other
possibilites, such as being patriotic while disliking a particular president. The fallary
is called limited choice (or false dilemma) becatse it artificially precludes choices
that ought to be considered; Figure 1.5 shows one common form of this fallary.
Umited choice also arises with questions such as "Have you stopped smoking?" Both
yes and no answers imply that you smoked in the past. Thus, the question precludes
the possibility that you never smoked. (In legal proceedings, questions of this type
are disallowed because they attempt to "lead the witness.") Another simple ând com-
mon form ofthis fallacy is "Youte wrong, so I must be right." I

EXAMPLE 6 Appea I  to Entot ion

In a commercial for Michelin tires, a picture of a baby is shown with the words
"because so much is riding on your tires."

Anolysis Ifwe can consider this an argument at all, it has the form

Premise: You love your baby.
Conclrrs ioD: Yotr  should bLrv lVl ichcl in t i rcs.

The argument makes no appeal to logic; the advertisers just hope that the positive
emotions you feel for a baby will make you want to buy their tires. This attempt to
evoke an emotional response as a tool of persuasion represents the fallacy of appeal
to emotion; Figure 1.6 shows its form when the emotional response is positive.
Sometimes the appeal is to negative emotions. For example, the statement if my
opponent is elzcted, your tax burden will rise tries to convince you that electing the
opponent will lead to consequences you wont like. (In this negative form, the fallacy
is sometimes called appeal to force.)

EXAMPLE 7 PersornlAttnck

GWEN: You should stop drinking because it is hurting your grades, endanger-
ing people when you drink and drive, and destroying your relationship
with your family.

MERLE: ITe seen you drink a few too many on occasion yourself!

Analysis Gwen's argument is well reasoned, with premises offering strong support
for her conclusion that Merle should stop drinking. Merle rejects this argument by
noting that Gwen sometimes drinks too much herself. Even if Merle's claim is true, it
is irrelevant to Gwen's point. Merle has resorted to attacking Gwen personally rather
than arguing logically, so we call this fatlary personal attack (Fi8r.rtrle I.7). (It is also
called ad hominem, Latin for "to the person.")

The fallacy of personal attack can also apply to groups. For example, you might
hear someone say, "This new bill will be an environmental disaster because its spon-
sors received larye campaign contributions from heavy industrial polluters.,, This
argument is fallacious because it doesnt challenge the bill; instead, it questions the

p is fals€;
thereibfc.-.
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I

only 4 can be tlue,

I

FIGURE I .5
The fallacy of
limited choice.

FIGURE I.6
The fallacy ofappeal
to emotaon.

p is associated with
a positive

emotionâl rcsponse;
therclbrc.. .
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p is true.

I have a problem
n'ith the pelson or group

claiminS p.

I
I
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pis notlÙrue.

FIGURE 1.7
The fallacy of
personal attack.motives of the sDonsors. t
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A person's (or group's) character, circumstances, and motives occasionally are logically relevant
to an argument. That is why, for example, witnesses in criminal cases often are asked questions
about their personal lives. lfyou were a judge, how would you decide when to allow such ques-
tions?

EXAMPLE 8 Circ u lar Reasorti rtg

"Society has an obligation to shelter the homeless because the needy have a right to
the resources of the communily."

Annlysis This argument states the conclusion (society ft as an obligation to shelter the
homeless) before the premise (the needy haue a right to the resources of the commu-
nity). But if you read them carcfully, you'll see that the premise and the conclusion
both say essentially the same thing; after all, society has an obligation to provide
shelter only if the needy have a right to societal resources. Thus, this argument suf-
fiercfuom circular reasoning (Figure 1.8).

EXAMPTE 9 Diuersiort  (RedHerr ing)

"We should not continue to fund genetic research because there are so many ethical
issues involved. Ethics is at the heart of our sociew, and we cannot afford to have too
many ethical loose ends."

Analysis The argument begins with its conclusion-a.re shoul.d not continue tu fund
gutetic research. However, the discussion is all about ethics. This argument repre-
sents the fallacy of d.iùersian (Figj.trc L g) because it attempts to divert attention from
the real issue (funding for genetics) by focusing on another issue (ethics). The issue
to which attention is diverted is sometimes called a red herring. (A herring is a fish
that turns red when rotten. Use of the term red herringto mean a diversion can be
traced back to the tgth century, when British fugitives discovered that they could
divert bloodhounds ftom their pursuit by rubbing a red herring across their trail.)
Note that personal attacks (see Example ?) are often used as diversions. I

EXAMPTE 1O

FIGURE I.8
The fallacy ofcircular
reasoning. T

p is related to 4 and
I have an argument

concermnS 4
thorefore...

I
I
I

p is true.

FIGURE I.9
The fallacy of
diversion.

I have an argument
concerning a distorted

vergion of p
th0refirre . . .

I
I
{

I hope you are fooled
into concluding l have an
argument conceming the

real version of p.

FIGURE I.IO
The stnw man fallacy.

Strntu NIatt

Columnist William F. Buckley has wfitten many articles arguing in favor of legalizing
drugs. A speater who opposes legalization begins by statin& "Mr. Buckley doesnt
think there's anything wrong with drug use, but I do."

Analysrs William E Buckley has never said that drug use is acceptable; his arguments
for legalization are based on considerations such as effects on the crime rate, cost to
society, and difficulties of overcoming addiction. Thus, the speaker has distorted
Buckley's views. Any argument based on a distortion of someone's ideas or beliefs is
calfed, a straw man (Figure t.lo); the term comes from tlre idea that the spealer has
used a poor representation ofa person's beliefs in the same way that a straw man is a
poor representation of a real man. A straw man is similar to a diversion; the primary
difference is that a diversion argues against an unrelated issue, while the straw man
argues against a distorted version of the real issue. T



What is logic? Briefly explain how logic can be useful.

How do we define a rgumenû\Nhal is t}l:e basic structure
of an argument?

What is a fallacy? Why is it important to be able to recog-
nize fallacies?

ln your own words, describe how each argument in the
examples is deceptive. Make up your own similar exam-
ples for each type of fallacy.

|(litori.rl Ijallacies, Examine editoria.ls and letters to the
editor in your local newspaper. Find at least three exam-
ples of fallacies. In each case, describe how the argument
is deceptive. If the fallacy represents one or more of t}le
common types described in this unit, describe the

ry?es.
li:rllacics in Advertising, Picka single night and a single
commercialtelevision channel and anallze the advertise-
ments shown over a 1-hourpedod. Describe how each
advertisement tries to persuade the viewer, and discuss
whether the argument is logical or fallacious. What ftaction
of the advertisements involve fallacies? Are anv fallacv
q?es more common than others?

tallacies in I'olitics. Discuss the tactics used by both
sides in a current or recent political campaign- How much
of the campaign is/was based on logic and how much on
fallacies? Desc be some ofthe fallacies used in the cam-
paign. Overall, do you believe that fallacies inlluenced (or
will influence) the outcome ofthe vote?

Pcrsonal l:allacies. Describe an instance in which you
were persuaded of something that you later decided was
untrue. Explain how you were persuaded and why you
later changed your mind. Did you fall victim to any falla-
cies? If so, how might you prevent the same thing ftom
happening in the future?

RECOCNIZINC FALI-ACIES

I lccognizing Fallacies. Each ofthc tl-gunlerts givcn or
tlescribed in Excrcises I l6 involvcs sortte kirtrl ol làllacy
l(lc11li ly t l le l)remises and the conclusion ol-l he argrrnrcrtt,
arrrl then explain rvhythc argumcrrt is (lcccptivc. Ifthc fi l l
hcy Irappens to fit one or mole of thc tyl)cs (lcs(:ribcd ir t lre
cxanrplcs 0f this unit, name the tyl)cs âDd cxplain holv thcy
a ppl\'.

1 . Following President Reagan's defense buildup, the Soviet
Union began the process of democratization that ulti-
mately led to its breakup. Therefore, Reagân is responsi-
ble for the changes that led to the demise ofthe Soviet
Union.

2. The Golden Rule is a sound ethical principle because it is
basic to every system of ethics in every culture.

At a hearing to decide a child custody case, a lawyer asks
the mother: "Have you stopped using drugs?"

Everyone I know is votng for the Governor, so you
should vote for her too.

My mom says that I should never smoke, but I'm not
going to pay any attention because she smoked when
she was my age.

Most of the great mathematicians in history have been
men, so men must be better at mathematics than women.

I believe in telepathy, because no one has ever proven
that it doesnt exist.

My two best teachers were both women, proving that
women make better teachers than men.

There's no way that Senator Smith's bill can help the
cause of gun control because he is one of the biggest
recipients of campaign contributions ftom the National
Rifle Association.

Violent crime by youth has risen in virtual lockstep with
increased violence on television, thus proving that tele-
vision violence leads to real violence.

Since 1960, the percentage of tie population over l8
who smoke has decreased ftom 40% to about 20%.
During the same period, the percentage of overweight
people has increased from 25% to 357o. Clearly, quitting
smoking leads to overeating.
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On average, boys score higher than girls on standardized
mathematics tests (such as the SAI) , which proves that
boys have a greater aptitude for mathematics than girls.
Similarly, girls score higher on verbal tests, proving that
girls are better at verbal skills.

My little boy loves dolls and my little girl loves trucks, so
there's no truth to the claim that boys are more interested
in mechanical toys while gùls prefer matemal toys.

In the 1964 presidential campaign, PrcsidentJohnson ran a
televisionad against Barry Goldwater [the Republican can-
didate who ultimatù lost the election) that showed a little
girl picking daisy petals and counting thern, "One, two,
three.. . . " Inthe background, agruffmalevoicebegana
countdown, "Ten, nine, eight. . . ," slowlydrowningoutthe
little girl's voice. As the countdown ended, the screen lit up
with an atomic explosion. President Johnson's voice then
said, "These are tlle stakes: to make a world in which all of
God's children can live or go into the dark."

During the 2000 presidential campaign, George W Bush
favored an end to the estate tajç Because estate tzues fall
most heavily on the wealthy, the wealthy would realize
the greatest benefits ftom this change. The Gore cam-
paign often argued against Bush's position with state-
ments that began, "George Bush tiinks that rich people
arentr ichenough.. . . "

During the 2000 presidential campaign, Al Gore proposed
regulatory changes that he claimed would reduce the
danger of global warming. The Bush campaign countered
with statements that began, "Al Gore believes that govern-
ment is the solution to all our oroblems . . . . "

lind uscful links forWeb Proiects on the text Web sitc:
rvwrua$'.com/bennett-briggs

I . Campaign Site. Find theWeb site for a candidate or in
tiative (for or against) in an upcoming or recent election
Study the arguments given on the site, looking for exam
ples of fallacies. Write a bdef summary of the fallacies.
Overall, does the site make a strong or weak case for its
candidate or position? Explain.

2. Gun Control l)ebate, One ofthe most contentious
debates in American politics concems the question of
whether the United States should enact stricter gun con
1rol laws. Visit one or more of the manyweb sites for ea(
side in the gun control debate. Idendry at least two falla
cies given by each side. without stating which side you
support, give your opinion of the logical quality of the
arguments on the Web sites for the two sides; that is, do
the arguments on one involve more fallacies than those
on the other side? ExDlain.

Death Penalty Debate. The death penalty is anothel
contentious issue inAmerican politics. Visit one or mor(
ofthe manyweb sites for each side in the death penalty
debate. Identiry at least two fallacies given by each side.
Without stating which side you support, give your opin-
ion of the logical quality of the arguments on the Web
sites for the two sides; that is, do the arguments on one
involve more fallacies than those on the other side?
Explain.

Hcalth care Debate. Choose some aspect ofthe heald
care debate in the United States, such as wheûrer there
should be coverage for prescdption drugs or nationa.l
insurance for all citizens. Find a Web site for each side o
the debate. without stating which side you support, givt
your opinion ofthe logical quality of the arguments on
the Web sites for the two sides; tlat is, do t}le argumenll
on one involve more fallacies than those on the other
side? Explain.

Fallacy web sites. There are manyWeb sites devoted 1
the study of fallacies. Visit one, and choose a fallacy of a
type not covered in this unit. Explain the fallacy, and gir
an examole ofit.
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